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1. SUMMARY 
The Aristotle University of Thessaloniki daily handles a large number of internal and external 
documents in paper format. Our goal was to replace the paper-format documents with a modern 
Document Management System (DMS) that would support the day-to-day tasks and improve 
efficiency of procedures within the University. To this purpose, we have evaluated a number of open 
source and commercial solutions and finally decided to adopt Alfresco community edition, an open 
source version of a commercially available system. This paper contains a brief description of the 
solutions that were evaluated, the challenges of developing the custom model and procedures for 
deploying Alfresco for a large organization and finally the benefits of a Document Management 
System in production. 

2. BACKGROUND 
Universities are organizations that are handling large amounts of documents (mainly in paper 
format). The volume of the documents handled by the Correspondence Tracking System 
(Πρωτόκολλο) of the Aristotle University Thessaloniki, in 2014 alone, was about 50K. Document 
management systems (DMS) are typically deployed to handle document centric workflows, as well as 
collaboration scenarios. But the costs for commercial solutions are heavy, with licenses calculated 
based on users accessing the system and yearly imposed. These costs soon become unsustainable, 
especially for large organizations, such as universities with hundreds of employees and thousands of 
students. 

3. ADOPTING AN OPEN SOURCE DMS SOLUTION 

3.1. Researching software solutions 
We have started our research on available open-source document and knowledge management 
solutions two years ago, looking for products that would meet our current requirements and would 
scale sufficiently for future needs, both in terms of numbers of users, as well as functionality. 

We reviewed a number of solutions, both local to Greece and internationally available, as well as 
customized software for large organization protocol handling systems: Scriptum, resCom, Alfreso, 
OpenKM, SharePoint, Nuxeo. 

The selection decision of the Alfresco Community Edition was based on the criteria of product 
features, community size, cost and scalability for future use. Alfresco has a free and open source 
Community Edition, enhanced by a very strong commercial presence and a very active developer 
ecosystem. 

3.2. Customizing the Document Management solution 
The Alfresco platform allows for custom modeling of the document attributes, organizational 
tagging, group and person directory syncing from external systems and a multitude of authentication 
methods. We took up the task of developing a custom solution utilizing these features, in order to 



serve the needs of our administrative services. Additionally, a series of common real-world 
procedures, such as Incoming/Outgoing documents, were modeled using workflows and implemented 
using the Business Process Model And Notation (BPMN) specification.  

The basic functionality of the deployed Document Management System is: 

• Document collaboration – uploading and versioning 
• Searching – indexing of documents based on keywords and metadata 
• Notifications – document sharing 
• Reviewing – document approval 
• Task assignment – ad-hoc or document-associated and completion tracking. 

The main workflows developed are: 

• University council meeting notes approval and proposal voting 
• Notifications pushed to user groups, according to Organizational Unit and Role 
• Document approval or rejection, addition of custom metadata and classification for incoming 

and outgoing streams. 

The system is being deployed as a web service (docs.auth.gr) and file service (through the WebDAV 
protocol). It plays the role of a central repository for all documents in the organization. It is 
available via SSO authentication to all members of the academic community (faculty, staff, 
administration and researchers). 

3.3. Future extensions 
Plans for future development in the Document Management System of the Aristotle University of 
Thessaloniki include the following: 

• Signed docs - development of custom workflows that would allow users to automatically 
digitally sign documents within the system by utilizing their personal digital certificates, and 

• Interoperability with external IT systems - integration with existing IT systems within the 
university, for Payroll and Human Resource services, as well as external government 
systems, in order to automate and simplify common processes.  

4. CONCLUSION 
Even though our DMS system has only recently been deployed, its usefulness for streamlining 
administrative procedures is gaining recognition fast. Since its introduction, it has led to significant 
improvements in reducing costs and making the day-to-day document-related operations more 
efficient. 
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